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Words from the Editor
Let me tel I you a little bit about the publication you
just picked up. This is Que Ondee Sola, Northeastern's
only Puerto Rican/Latino publication. The mission of
QOS is to provide our campus with a relevant and
engaging publication that deals with student issues,
particularly those of Latinos along with issues that
are of importance to our communities. Que Ondee
Sola also affirms the right of Puerto Rican selfdetermination.
For over 30 years students have published Que Ondee
Sola. During the past couple years a group of Latino
NEIU students have struggled to bring the publication into the 21st century. Of this group of students,
some came and went, some stayed for a while and
others left and returned, but each contributed to the
Que Ondee Sola you hold in your hands today.
By just flipping through this edition you wil I see the
variety of topics, perspectives, and opinions that characterize Que Ondee Sola. I think this edition has a little something for everyone. Maybe you want to know
what other NEIU Latino students think, well then
look on pages 3 & 4. If you're interested in Puerto
Rican history, check out page 6. How about events
and issues in the Puerto Rican/ Latino community?
Look on pages 8 & 10. From recipes (page 17) to
poetry page 08), Que Ondee Sola es un espacio
nuestro!
We invite and welcome any Latino writers, poets, artists,
and journalists to join our staff or to contribute by submitting articles. We are also looking for students who are
willing to help proofread and/or give us ideas for topics
and suggestions about how we can make QOS serve
N EI U's Latino students better.
N EI U has many great and exciting Latino student
organizations. We hope that you wil I look into QOS if
you are considering joining one. Good luck during this
Fall semester! NEXT MONTH: November QOS Edition!
After several months without a QOS edition due to our
former printshop, QOS will now be published regularly
starting with this edition. We thank all our readers for
their patience and support!
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Que Ondee Sola is a 30 year old Puerto
Rican/Latino/a student monthly journal/ magazine. Our mission is to provide our campus
with a relevant and engaging publication that
deals with student issues, particularly those
of Latinos along with issues that are of importance to our communities. Que Ondee Sola
also affirms the right of Puerto Rican
self-determination.

Editor -in- Chief:
Michael Rodriguez Muniz
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Angel Fuentes
Chika Mignani
Cristina Vera
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Yvonne Nieves
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Michael Reyes
Jason Cruz
Jonathan Rivera
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Que Ondee Sola is published at Northeastern
Illinois University. The opinions expressed in
Que Ondee Sola do not necessarily reflect
those of the Administration. Responsibility for
its contents lie solely within the staff.
We appreciate all suggestions
and contributions.
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After a five-year (10 semester) disappearance, Mexican history is
again being taught at NEIU. Not to
the surprise of many Latino students, the course was full to capacity and nearly 20 students were
turned away. Long before this
course was listed in the Fall 2002
semester schedule of classes, students had been asking for this
course and others dealing with
Latino and Latin American history.
Latino students in particular have
been voicing their desire to have
courses like Mexican history be
offered regularly. While this is a
great moment for students, several
concerns still exist.
According the Northeastern Illinois
University 2002-2003 Academic
Catalog the History Department
offers 74 300-level courses (not
including 300-level independent
study courses). Out of those courses five specifically deal with Latin
American history. No courses deal
with the history of Latinos within
the United States. In order words,
the entire student population
potentially has only 5 out of 74 300level courses that deal with the history of the largest part of this hemisphere. As one looks closer at the
five courses that are listed in the catalog this picture becomes bleaker.
Mexican History had not been
taught in half a decade prior to this
semester. Puerto Rican history has
not been taught for several years
and counting. These classes can be
found in the NEIU course catalog,

falsely advertising a diverse curricu lum. There have even been semesters without a 300-level Latin
American history course offering.
This is a serious problem for the
NEIU community. Courses in
Latino and Latin American history
are important to have for several
reasons. Students of all backgrounds should have an opportunity to learn about the history, culture, and reality of the people they
might be serving or working with
upon graduation. Shouldn't aspiring teachers have the opportunity to
learn about the history and culture
of those they will be teaching? If
Census data has shown us anything,
it has proven the size and growing
impact of Latinos. How prepared
can NEIU students really be if they
are unable to enrich their understanding of the soon to be largest
"minority" in the United States? As
a great teacher has often reminded
me, "the U.S. is the 3. largest Spanish
speaking country."
These courses are not only important to the general student population, but also of special importance
to Latino students. In the first day
of class, a Mexican student told her
fellow classmates that her sole reason for taking Mexican History was
to learn HER history. Many Latino
students have a hunger and desire
to learn about themselves through
knowledge of their own history and
cultural background. We were not
taught our history in elementary
nor high school. Whatever history

Mexica\1 .\-listory

At Last!

we were shown was often distorted
through racist eurocentric curriculum and professors ignorant to our
present condition and historical
contributions. Here at NEIU a place
of higher learning, Latino students
must have access this knowledge
through courses relevant to our
reality and history.
Reversing this lack of knowledge is
not the sole responsibility of any
single department, but instead of an
entire campus willing to move in
the direction were everyone's history, culture, reality, and vision is an
active part of this academic community.
While I don't pretend (nor want) to
speak for all of Northeastern's
Latino students, I do believe that
most Latinos have a profound
desire to be able to learn those forgotten pieces of their identity. It is a
right we should have. I also believe
that most students, regardless of
background, want to have a complete and challenging college experience that allows them to travel the
entire world from a classroom seat.
Mexican history is back at last. It is
my hope that this is a beginning of
more courses to come, more sections that deal with Latinos and
Latin America, not only in the
History Department, but throughout NEIU's many departments.
Maybe next semester we can celebrate the addition of more Latino
classes, maybe even Puerto Rican
history!
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Perspectivas de Estudiantes Latinos

Latinos? Diversity?

The Ignored 27%

Jason Cruz

Miguel Molina

Northeastern Illinois University is an exceptional
school when it comes to diversity among its college
students. However, t he lack of representat ion among
its professors to represent the student body puts
NEIU near the bottom of the barrel.

Latinos are the fastest growing minority group
in the US . According to the US Census Bureau,
it is projected that by the year 2050, we will
constitute 25% of the US population . If trends
continue Latinos will eventually become the
largest ethnic group in the US. Imagine that!
But what is going to happen if we are not properly educated now? Later on it will be a backlash against American society. If Latinos are
not properly educated, we are not going to suffer alone; the rest of the population w ill suffer
too .

The minority group most greatly affected by this lack
of representation is the Hispanic students. According
to a Northeastern Illinois University Enrollment Fact
Sheet , the Hispanic Student Population is the largest
minority group at Northeastern , representing 27.9%
of the Undergraduate Student Body and an overwhelming 33.9% of the Freshman Class of 2002.
Overall , the Hispanic students at Northeastern Illinois
University represent 23.8% of the TOTAL (Graduate
and Undergraduate) student body .
Along with our lack of representation in the faculty ,
there is another problem Lat ino students face at
Northeastern . There is no place on campus where
Latino students can go to voice thei r concerns or look
for he lp and guidance on their educational goals.
Although people will say that any and all students can
go to their advisor for help, the reality is that students
will look for help from people they share a common
ground , experience and cultural background with.
Meaning that if 33 .9% of the Freshman class is
Hispanic and there is no forum, "gathering hole", or
adequate number of Latino professors or advisors to
go to , then unfortunately many Latino students are
likely to fall into a "black hole" taking useless cou rses
with no mentor to help guide them through their academic life.
A possible solution to this problem would be to create
a Hispanic Cultural Center, where Latino students can
get together as Latinos and voice their concerns or
problems . Ultimately, the best answer would be to
integrate the faculty as much as the student body,
ensuring outlets for al l students to seek guidance from
a familiar source that has experienced similar hardships.
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Right now a threatening vision is haunting
NEIU-the threatening vision of Latino students
attending NEIU. Have you asked yourself if you
are a threat or do you just want to get an education? The answer is simple we want to get an
education. But , how are we going to get a
quality education when NEIU 's departments
ignore us.
Case in point , we have repeatedly asked the
History Department to teach courses on the
history of Mexico, Puerto Rico and Chicanos.
Yet we have being largely ignored! Instead ,
while the History Department brings Dr.
Shankman from Princeton University to teach
European history, Puerto Rican and Chicano
history are no where to be found. It seems like
there is no market for Latin Americanists at
NEIU. Why is it that university departments
want to ignore us when we LATINOS make
27% of the student population at NEIU.
The administration must consider this matter,
because they won't be able to ignore 27% of
the student population that is asking university
administrators to be more responsible for our
academic needs. We are demanding a change ,
we will be ignored any longer.

Latin American Lookout!
Evo Morales for the Coca Farmers of Bolivia
Yvonne Nieves
The Andean people of Bolivia farm
coca leaves and traditionally use
them for anesthetic purposes as well
as a sacred tonic. Cocaleros, or coca
farmers, are known to be organizationally, ideologically, and culturally
strong and independent. In the
mean time, drug cartels turn their
sacred leaves into the illegal drug,
cocame.
In the past five years, the United
States has uprooted most of these
leaves while trying to eradicate its
production, leaving 500 million
people of Bolivia poorer due to this
free market reform. The United
States insists that it works hard to
give the people alternate means of
the production with crops like
banana and coffee. But with this,
Bolivian farmers earn one-tenth of
what they would with coca, which
produces between three and four
harvests per year.
Evo Morales, a former parliamentary Deputy from Bolivia's central
coca-growing region, was recently a
candidate for the Bolivian presidency. Along with the candidacy title,
Morales can be recognized by his
ever-present quote, "he who owes
nothing, fears nothing." He proudly
defends the poor and fights against
the eradication of coca-leaf production. In support of the cocaleros,
Morales went on a six-day hunger
strike. If the people cannot harvest
this crop, they will not survive. He

has been pressured by the Bolivian
congress and has encountered
numerous accounts of slander and
libel against him. Morales believes
that the drug war is a U.S. excuse to
control Latin American countries
and according to him, coca is now
Bolivia's flag in the defense of dignity and sovereignty.
Last year, the Unites States funded a
Bolivian army to enforce an eradication plan. Protesting farmers have
been harassed and executed.
Women and children were assaulted
while men were beaten and shot.
But according to the Bolivian and
U.S. governments, the unit will be
dissolved in the next couple of
months. More than 100 leaders and
militants were selectively imprisoned during the War over Sacaba
(Sacaba being the oldest coca -leaf
market in Bolivia) for defending
their patrimony, culture, and the
coca
grower's
movement.
Authorities have continuously
refused to free these political prisoners. They deny accusations of
abuse and mistreatment of the prisoners. They also deny journalists to
enter the jails to report the facts.
Bolivian farmers accuse the U.S.
embassy in La Paz, Bolivia of lobbying with parliament leaders to get
Morales kicked out of his assembly
in Congress for his pro-coca
activism. They supposedly want
him to take a back seat in the coca
grower's movement. The embassy

denies these charges. One particular
Latino U.S. ambassador made a
statement directed at the cocaleros
that if Morales wins the presidential
election, it would mean that $156
million a year that Bolivia gets for
economic aid from the U.S. will be
reduced. Keep in mind that the
United States is not proving
Bolivians with any health care aid,
education, or alimentation, which,
in turn (according to Morales) "violates fundamental human rights."
Unfortunately for the indigenous
and coca farmers, Gonzalez Sanchez
de Lozada won the presidential elections on August 4, 2002.
Washington continues to blame the
cocaleros of Latin America
(Columbia and Peru included) for
the production of cocaine. Is it a
crime for people own land and harvest their crops? Why are the indigenous peoples of Latin America
being forced to separate from their
culture? Why are their crops, their
main source of income being converted to serve the needs of the U.S.
government and multinational corporations? Why are these people
being forced to become personal
agriculture employees to the U.S.?
And what about the thirsty
appetites of addicted Americans?

Sources:
Time Magazine August, 5, 2002
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El Crito

A

Nation
•
IS

f>orn
On this date, lead by the father of
our homeland Ramon Emeterio
Betances, a group of Puerto Ricans
waged an armed uprising against
Spanish colonization.
Among the revolutionaries that participated in the uprising
were: Mathias Bruckman
from the US; Manuel Rojas
from
Venezuela, whose
Puerto Rican father fought
side by side with Simon
Bolivar; Mariana Bracetti,
known as the woman with
the "Golden Arm" because of
her bravery and dedication to
independence and Lola
Rodriguez de Ti6 known as
"the daughter of the islands"
who wrote the words to the •
Puerto Rican revolutionary
anthem "La Borinquefza."
When she wrote the anthem
she expressed: "I want the
words to make people leave
their homes and take up
arms."
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The revolt originally scheduled for
September 29, 1868, had to be carried out earlier because of the discovery of a paid informer.
Betances who had been living in
exile, was immediately arrested,

onties captured a
small ship named "El Telegrafo."
The ship carried 500 rifles and six
cannons. When the Revolutionary
Committee at Lares received the
news that the Spaniards knew of the
revolt, Bracetti, Bruckman and
Rojas decided to attack at
once. On September 23, six
days ahead of schedule, 400
Puerto Ricans armed with
knives, machetes and a few
guns surrounded Lares. After
a short battle, they triumphantly marched into the
main square. Workers built
fires and burned their *librettas, prisoners were set free
from jail and Black slaves
smashed their chains and
rejoiced at their new freedom. Above the plaza two
flags waved, one made by
Bracetti and now referred to
as the Lares flag, the other on
a white streamer with the
words "Liberty or Death, long
live a Free Puerto Rico."

Crito Je Lares Leaders

,-------=

Manuel R,ojas

R.a1h0n Enteterio l'>etances

The Republic of Lares was shortlived. Spanish troops armed with
cannons overwhelmed the rebels
and captured the town. Bracetti
was imprisoned where she would
later give birth to a still-born
child. Rojas and Bruckman were
executed. Hundreds of men and
women were arrested and the
cells at "El Morro" were saturated
by "independentistas."

Mariana l'>racetti

•Abolition of slavery
•Right to reject taxes
•Freedom of religion
•Freedom of speech
•Freedom of press
•Freedom of commerce
•Right to assemble
•Right to bear arms
•Right to elect
own representatives
•Protection of citizens
from search and seizure

Cuba and Puerto Rico are two
wings of the same bird. They
receive bullets and flowers in one
heart.-Lola Rodriguez de Ti6.

In 1873 chattel slavery was also
abolished on the island. Finally,
a more sophisticated form of war
began to take shape known as
the "Secret Societies" which continued the legacy of struggling
from clandestinity. These "Secret
Societies" would advance the
ideas of autonomy and revolution that lead Spain to grant
Puerto Rico the "Charter of
Autonomy," thirty one years
later.

Some of the gains obtained from
the Lares uprising were: the abolition of slavery and the hated
libreta system, the democratization of Spain as well as the positive influence it had on the
Cuban revolutionary struggle
The Ten Commandments of Liberty Although the Lares rebellion was
and "El Grito de Yara," Cuba's cry
issued by the Lares revolutionaries
for freedom. A stronger unity
crushed by Spanish troops, the
grew between Puerto Rico and
spirit of Lares has surpassed the
Cuba. This can be better apprecidefeat, because it exists today, in
must be one in action to hasten their
ated in the following three stateevery Puerto Rican that is proud to
common liberty through a double
ments:
be
Puerto Rican. This sentiment is
effort-Jose Marti.
also exemplified in every Puerto
The spirit of Lares and Yara are one,
Rican that has magnanimously
When Cuba becomes independent, I
in the future, as they have in the past,
given his/her life for the freedom of
will ask for permission to fight for the
Cubans and Puerto Ricans are one in
their
country, Puerto Rico.
freedom of Puerto Rico.-Antonio
preparation today, as they were yesMaceo.
terday in prison and exile, and they
Art courtesy of Boricua.
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Chicago now has a space for Latino
youth to express themselves. Every
weekend for the last six months, a
door has opened for the young people of the Humboldt Park community providing them a space to
express themselves through their
voices, dances, and culture. You can
feel an atmosphere full of positive
energy as you walk into a place you

can call home. Cafe Teatro Batey
Urbano, located in the heart of the
Puerto Rican community, is a nonprofit cafe created for the purpose of
giving Puerto Rican/Latino youth a
space where artistic and cultural
expression could be liberated. The
Batey is one of the few spaces created, coordinated, and made for
Latino youth, therefore giving
young people creative alternatives to
the negative results of marginalization and oppression.
Batey Urbano was founded by a collective of youth workers and Latino
college students from NEIU, U of C,
UIC, Columbia College, along with
the Puerto Rican Cultural Center in
March. Every weekend begins with
"Poetry
with
Purpose"
on
Thursdays. This is an opportunity
to listen and participate in the emotions verbally expressed to an audience who knows what it feels like to
be a Latino in this society. There are
not enough places to hear youth
express their anger, frustration, love,

dreams, and joy. Every Thursday is
full of educational experiences.
Friday harbors a different environment, where the four elements of
Hip Hop fill the air, and the beats
flow through you. The music comes
from a live deejay, spinning beats
and releasing opportunities for
breakers and emcees to articulate
their realities. As the walls become
canvases for graffiti writers, breakers
from the community, beginners and
old schoolers dance to the music.
Saturday allows youth of Humboldt
Park to indulge in their history and
culture through different forms of
expression. "Culture Engagement"
brings painters, speakers, and films
to the Batey so we can learn about
the incredible culture and history of
Latino peoples. The walls covered in
paintings from local Latino artists
let us feel their struggles, and emotions through every stroke of paint.
Once a month with the cultural
group of AfriCaribe, the Batey

T e ~1fo\l 1,t one ~f tkf fetv SJJa«;eJ' . . 1 ,
cteafoJ, cootdmated, .!ltld tnade fot CafrtJo yo1tft1
4
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becomes sacred ground to the traditional Puerto Rican dance of
Bomba. On this night the powerful
pounding of the drums intoxicates
all present.
Batey Urbano is one of the few
places where the Latino community
can share their talents with each
other. Not only does it have a space
for artistic expression, but it also
gives youth the opportunity to give
back to their community. Through
Batey Urban o and the Division
Street Business
Development
Association's Beautification program Paseo Boricua is kept clean.
The Batey coordinating collective
are out every morning cleaning
their sidewalks and becoming
familiar with the people of the community. They are taking back their
homes and showing pride. When
the people of Humboldt Park felt
losses due to gang and domestic
violence, Batey Urbano and the
yo uth of this neighborhood
expressed their anger and their need
for change through a silent procession. Local youth marched through
their streets and paid respect to
those who had died, but also came
together to understand the roots of
their community's problems and
create solutions to stop the bloodshed. Expressing their anger and
loss to the sounds of music, poetry,
and art the youth procession was a
beginning for change.
Batey Urbano has had nothing but a
positive effect to the neighborhood.
Latinos come and support each
other and realize that this in an
opportunity to make a difference.
During the summer it opened its

doors to youth to
particip ate
m
creative
works h ops. B a tey
Urbano is a place
that m any of us
have been waiting
fo r. A place that
gives us an opportunity to meet and
be with Latinos
from all different
cultures, perspectives, and struggles. It is a place
we call home.

For more info contact Batey Urbano

@

773.394.5206

chibateyurbano@hotmail.com
www.bateyurbano.com.
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Youth Procession

A Beginning
for

Humboldt Park Community
joins together to seek
alternatives for it's youth.

Alternatives
Cristina Vera

The summer of 2002 in Humboldt Park was filled with
the delicious smell of tostones and bistec, children
laughing and playing, activities flowing from Paseo
Boricua and the Puerto Rican Parade and carnival in the
park. But what no one looks forward to as the summer
passes by is the raging violence that continues to plague
the streets of the Humboldt Park area. This summer
came and went bringing in extreme percentages of violence. As a result of the violence, arose the idea for a
youth led community procession.
Members of Cafe Teatro Batey Urbano, a recently
opened Latino youth space located in Paseo Boricua,
originally initiated the idea for a youth procession. This
was done in collaboration with several other community members and organizations, including 26 th Ward
Alderman Billy Ocasio and various religious leaders.
Batey Urbano began to organize a unique procession to
address issues of violence in the Humboldt Park area.
Although there have been increasing numbers in gangrelated homicides, the procession did not only focus on
gang violence but domestic violence as well.
Rather than focusing on chants and speeches, the youth
procession was a silent march, which relied on artistic
and culturally symbolic visuals to carry its message. The
silence allowed more attention to be focused on the art
pieces found throughout the length of the procession.
The procession consisted of four sections, the first of
which was dedicated to all the people who have been
killed due to violence in the Humboldt Park community. In this section youth carried two enormous papermache skeletons. The second section consisted of large
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black caskets and various signs stating the end result of
the violence in this community. On the sides and fronts
of each casket were titles such as girlfriend, mother, and
son. These titles illustrated that every death is a loss to
someone's family, regardless of who they were and in
turn the entire community suffers as well. The third section was for the children of the community. Each child
held a brightly colored sign posing a question or state-
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ment. Each sign posed a question to
community members about their present condition and the possibilities for
their children's future. Some signs read
"What kind of future will I have?" or "We
are the Future". The fourth and final section was decorated with signs highlighting possible solutions and remedies to
the violence that plagues the blocks of
Humboldt Park. Some of the signs asked
for more jobs, better schools, and more
positive youth centers. The procession
stopped at several altars and tombstones
throughout the community, which
offered statistics on violence. At each stop
a young person articulated their concerns
and feelings using poetry and rap. The last
stop had a large board on which several
community artists designed a mural that
illustrated a young man kneeling in front
of an angel with lighted candles surrounding him. Most of the altars were located at
actual sites of deaths or hotspots in the
community where violence continues to
occur. Following the procession was a cultural event at La Casita de Don Pedro
located on Paseo Boricua with two hiphop groups, several poets and the Pedro
Albizu Campos Alternative High School
bomba group, Bembe Boricua. Down the street from La
Casita, the theme was carried into Batey Urbano's
weekly hip-hop night. Featured that night were various
upcoming Latino MCs and live performances from
Humboldt Park's the Morlocks and Objects of

Permanence, which included Rhyme
Scheme an MC from NEIU.
The organizers believe that violence in
this community is deeply rooted in conditions of poverty, hopelessness, discrimination, and self-hatred. It is not the fault
of any one person or group, but the
community, as a whole needs to come
together to begin to implement positive
alternatives for its youth. They also argue
that the community must ground itself
in affirming its culture and identity in
order to combat the phenomena of
"Black on Black crime" or "Latino on
Latino crime."
The community as a whole continues to
suffer form the everlasting affects of violence. Many hope that children can walk
home form school with out fear, more jobs
will be brought to the community, and
space for youth centers and education will
be made a priority. The youth procession
was an example to the community that as
everyone joins together with a vision for
peace a better community for all will be the
end result. If you have any questions or
would like to know how you can volunteer
your time and efforts towards a better community
please feel free to call Que Ondee Sola at (773) 4424583 or on campus at ext. 4583.

Photography by Ann Pacyna
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My friends and I decided
that we would take a
sh ort trip to Puerto Rico .
The purpose of this trip
was to do some research
on Bomba (Afro-Puerto
Rico music and dance). So
what better time to go
then in July when the
town of Loiza is having
their festival where you
can here Bomba being
played. Rube n, Roberto
and I were very mu ch
looking forward to arriving in Loiza .
On July 27, we made our
way from the mountains
in Barranquitas where we
were staying th anks t o
our friend Ramon Lopez
to the coastal town of
Loiza. Raul Aya la who is
part of a family that has
preserved the traditions
of Bomba in Loiza for
many years, had invited
us to a Bomba dance the
day before. There we
played, danced and sang
all day. It was a great
learning experience.
After all was said and
done we said our goodbyes and thanks and
decided it was time to go
home. At the entrance to
the Ayala's Batey (where
the Bomba dance was
held) a young woman
who had been serving us
refreshments all day,
stopped us. She began
explaining to us that
down the street a young
man had beer. killed and
that they were saying it
was gang related. She
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cut~NOO LOS
CANONSI TOS CANT t~N
Angel Fuentes

••••• L/l, MUL/l,l/l, NOS 010 L/l, N0TICl /l,
OUE UN MUCH/I.CHO SE 100 Pti.' EL CIEL0
OUE CU/1.N00 LOS CMrnNSIT0S C/l.Nl/l,N
CUJl.N00 LOS CMrnNs nos CANTP.N
CU/l,N00 LOS CMWNS IT0S CANTP.N
CU/l.N00 LOS CMrnNS IT0S CJl.Nl/l.N
CUAN00 LOS CMrnNs ITOS CANT AN
LOS LL/l.NTOS OE LP.SMti.0RES SE ffYEN
OUE ·10 VI EL CHJl.RC0 OE SJl.NGRE
·y ESl/l.BJl. MANCHJl.0 OE INJUSTICl/1.
OUE CUJl.N00 LOS CMWNSITOS CJl.NlJl.N
CU/l.N00 LOS CMWNS IT0S CJl.Nlti.N•••••

then asked us where had
we parked our car. It just
so happened that the
young man was murdered
ri ght by where we were
pa rked. She informed us
of what we needed to do
and say to the police to
get our car. We got permission from the guard ia
to walk through and get
our car. As we
approached the sight of
the young man's body
lying there on the asphalt
struck us. There were
many people there and I
re member one of the
guys from the Bomba
dance, saying "ese era mi
pana" ("that was my
friend") . I thought the
whole thing was
messed up.
As we were heading back
to Barranquitas, my
friends and I discussed
what had happened, it
occurred to me that back
in Hum boldt Park the
same thing had happened, not just once but
several times .
This is a serious problem
in our communities.
Sometimes Puerto Ricans
in the States go to Puerto
Rico to get away from the
things we witness or
experience everyday. But
it also happens in Puerto
Rico, not just in our
neighborhoods . To all my
Puerto Rican people- we
need to stop doing this to
each other!

U

ntil very recently I found my sexuality to be a contradiction. When I began to come out, I honestly
thought I was the only Mexican lesbian. I believe the fact that the most visible queer community is
white had a lot to with my misconception of what it was to be queer. For a very long time I would let
others label me. People would say- you are gay, lesbian, bisexual.

Until very recently I had a very distorted impression of the queer community. The fact that the most visible representation of it is white, and male, confused me. So when people would ask me-are you gay? I'd just shrug and
say whatever I thought they wanted to hear, or would let them label me as lesbian, bisexual, or (my favorite) dyke
wannabee. I didn't know our history. I didn't know that there was a reason behind the Pride Parade, that there is
such a thing as queer Mexicans. I guess I always felt like an outsider when it came to my own community, simply
because I was brown and a woman. But even though I may feel excluded from it, I still know that I am part of it
somehow.
At this year's pride parade I was able to feel more at home than ever. To be honest, I found that if I wasn't participating in the parade, I'd get frustrated with the hypocritical groups in it (like the police department, when police
until this day practice harassment and brutality against us). But once
being in it I feel like at least I'm doing something to balance all the
commercial bullshit.
The contingent I was part of this year was organized by the Chicago
Anti Bashing Network (CABN), which marched in the parade in solidarity with Arabs, Muslims, and Immigrants. CABN, a lgbtq (lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgendered, queer) group, is active around numerous
political issues, and has done extensive work around the war and repression against these particular groups. There were seventy five of us holding signs, banners, and chanting out messages to the 300,000 people
who attended the parade this year. It was like having a protest within a
parade, and it turned out to be in every sense of the word, a success.

No Longer a
Contradiction

I wonder if some of you are asking what lgbtq people have to do with
the repression of Arabs, Muslims, and immigrants. Well, first of all,
queer people have had a long history of marginalization. Our existence
Edith Bucio
wasn't even recognized until the past few decades, and even then it was
seen, until 1973, as a mental illness. There were laws specifically engineered against us. One law in particular was
intended to target butch lesbians, demanding women to wear at least one piece of female clothing when out in
public. There were rapes, police brutality, and gay spots were often raided. Even our day of "pride" came out of an
infamous riot led mostly by transgendered women in response to (of course the years of repression) but specifically
a police raid on the Stone Wall Bar in New York's gay community.
But this marginalization is no thing of the past. It continues to this very day. Lgbtq people still experience homophobic harassment by police, work, government, and everyday people (Mathew Shepard was killed four years ago
this October simply for being gay). Same sex couples cannot marry. People are disowned from their families.

If there is something that we can relate to it is repression, which is exactly what Arabs and immigrants had been
experiencing in the past, and more so since 9/11. And that is exactly what the crowd showed us that day. Many
people cheered us on, even thanking us for doing what we did.
Surreal as it was, this mini protest just brought it home to me. My reality as a queer Latina was no longer a contradiction. I was able to understand how it is that just as every part of who I am is connected, so are we as people,
with experiences that are so different yet tied together in essence.
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Thoughts of El Grito de Hidalgo
"It hurts me to see Mexicans go all
out one day of the year and drape
their national flag on their cars and
even their asses not even really
knowing why:' says a Northeastern
student. This quote is an example of
the very criticism I offer to
Mexican/Chicanos of today. How
many can tell me what the 16of
September signifies? How many
knew who Father Hidalgo was? Or
what a revolution really is? Or the
true meaning of independence?

I don't mean to pose deep philosophical questions to you, but let's
get to the root of the problem.
Mexicanos/Chicanos no longer possess the revolutionary spirit of our
ancestors. They no longer fight for
their dignity or criticize those in
power. Most Mexicanos these days
prefer to assimilate and work within
the system, taking the little crumbs
thrown their way, opting to be tokenized.
Our ancestors wouldn't have stood
for the travesties committed against
our people. They would have risen
up in spirit and in arms for the love
of their homeland. They would have
rallied together not for "a piece of
the pie," but the pie in its entirety,
just as in 1810.
On September 16, 1810, as history
tells us, the revolution began without a plan, policy and practically
without weapons. The impetus was
given by Father Miguel Hidalgo
when he rang his church bell as if
summoning his parishioners to
Mass. When the people gathered in
the courtyard, he uttered the Grito
de Dolores. He used the words
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"Mexicans! Viva Mexico! Viva independencia! Viva the Virgen of
Guadalupe!"
Although Hidalgo was not the first
or the only one to call for Mexican
Independence from Spain, he was
the first to fire the people up and
thus setting off the mass revolutionary movement that eventually
obtained Mexico's freedom from
Spain. Many fought alongside him
in efforts to push the Spanish imperialist out, and many died for this
cause just as Hidalgo did. But how
many of us are willing to die for our
people today?
It's important to realize that the
struggle was not about one man in
the town of Dolores, or about one
cause. It was about a people.

But was the revolution in vain? Is
Mexico really free and independent?
With the U.S. and other foreign
countries controlling the Mexican
economy, it's hard to believe Mexico
is no longer under foreign domination. The rampant poverty and
social disintegration cannot be
attributed to the Mexican people
alone. Where do multinational corporations and U.S. infiltration fit in?
How is the exploitation and oppression of the U.S. to blame for the
Mexican people both in Mexico and
here?
To be reminded of reality go to
Pilsen or Little Village in Chicago
and see the poverty, drugs, gangs
and violence that permeates these
Mexican communities. It's good to
celebrate and ride on floats in a
parade, but what's left when the

Cristina Garza

confetti, balloons, and beauty
queens are gone? The same problems and passive people doing nothing about them.
Being a Mexicano/Chicano takes
more than bringing out a red and
green flag one or two times a year.
It's about being there for your community. It's about struggling for a
better way of life, not just for yourself, but also for your community.
It's about fighting for what your
people need, what your people
want, and what your people
deserve.

So please, don't call yourself a
Mexicano/Chicano if you have no
concept of what the term truly
means. For how can you be a
Mexican without knowing your
own history, language and culture?
How can you be a Mexican and not
be willing to struggle?

If you're going to buy into
Americanism, then do it totally,
don't walk the line. Don't disgrace
the few heartfelt Mexicans by identifying yourself as "Mexicano" when
it's convenient. Don't try to be a
voice for the Mexican community if
you're kissing up to the man at the
same time.
The reality is the revolution is not
over; there are many battles yet to be
won. Open up your eyes because it's
not just a world of parties and
parades. Things aren't going to
change until you rise up alongside
your people to help make those
changes. There's much to be done
but its up to you to do it.

""

Reclaiming Family~
Sometimes, it is only in the act of physically cleaning
that we understand the concept behind Paseo Boricua.
The concept of recovering our community as an act of
Fe, for the people, mostly young, but also old, who clean
Division Street on a regular, volunteer basis, this act
stands out like a beacon to those of us that do not. The
act of cleaning takes on heroic proportions when Fiesta
Boricua comes around every year. I say this because only
by participating in the act of cleaning that day do you get
a glimpse of the bigger picture. It is to be found in the
mountains of junk, and filth, and excretion, along with
the innumerable beer bottles and cans, the hypodermic
needles and used condoms, the small hills of cigarettes,
some with lipstick, some not, that the decision is made.
Very simply, it is a decision that says, this is ours, this
represents something good, and we will defend it.
Not that physically picking up garbage will just get rid of
the social ills that plague us, but it represents a collective
STOP! to what that garbage symbolizes. An attempt to
bring collective order to the imposed chaos. Sometimes,
it is only in the realization that we are losing family that
we gain family. We gain family with every piece of
garbage we pick up. A decision to fight that which consumes us, that destroys us daily.

We make a subconscious
decision to reclaim that :which has been taken from
us, to once again count those
who have given up and those
who have been given up on, - - - -•
the walking dead and those
dead that walk among us as our family, with every piece
of garbage that gets picked up.

-IC.I - -

Let me tell you something about the people that clean
Paseo Boricua. They have decided, individually and collectively, to make a difference and together with friends,
family, lovers, activists, and most of all, compafieros, like
minded-people, are investing their time into a wholly different reclamation project that aims not only to beautify
the neighborhood in the superficial sense of the word, but
also aims to stop from being "beautified" by the encroaching yuppies and their real estate developer partners.
In the end, this is a call to arms. And to shovels, to
garbage bags, to brooms and gloves. Join us in fighting
to reclaim our community's humanity. Because we are a
family, because we believe in family.

-....

Over the Summer, the QOS staff was treated to a racist message on its voice mail. The anonymous message was an inflamed
response
to an article published in the November 2001 edition of Que Ondee Sola. In that article by Angel M. Fuentes, he
n,
describes
h is perspective on the two Puerto Rican flags that mark the area along Division Street known as Paseo Boricua.
~
CV

....u0

According to the voice message everyone in our community is a drug dealer, gangbanger, or drug addict. The individual who
left the message was "appalled" that the area could be described in any other way than the demeaning, disrespectful, and stereotypical way he described it. We at QOS know that this is not the first nor the last time that we will be openly confronted with
"'tJ the racist notions that exist on this campus and in this society. Just like the horrible markings against Muslims throughout
C NEIU's bathroom stalls, this message tells us how far we still need to go.

>

n,

. ; To the individual who left the anonymous message calling our community ((filthy and rat infested," full of "all the drugs," please

.!

.

....I

call again and have the courage to leave your name and number. In your message, you questioned our staff's familiarity with
Division St. We are willing to give you a block by block tour of Paseo Boricua and Humboldt Park at any time .

u,

"'tJ On Paseo Boricua, as a community we combat day in and day out all the problems we face: in every area from housing to ecol..
n,
nomic development, violence and poverty. The position of our community is not an accident. It is a result of the same racism

:=
0

U

and colonial arrogance that this individual revealed with his words. We continue to march onward always in mind of those two
beautiful monuments that proudly declare our refusal to be pushed out of Humboldt Park and our steadfast Puerto Rican
affirmation, the source of our sense of resistance. -Michael Rodriguez Muniz
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Interested in displayin~ your photography in the
pages of Que Ondee Sola? Contact us for details.
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UPDATE: UIEOUES
The Navy announced that it would be sending
its battle group attached to the carrier USS
Truman to bomb Vieques from the air and sea
starting September 3, lasting 21-23 days (until
September 24-26). During the Summer they
built floating piers and gas tanks in the fragile
eastern end of Vieques, designed to help their
patrol boats try to shut down protesters coming
in from the sea to stop the bombing. Navy
patrols have also been beefed up and they have
constructed Vietnam-style ditches with sharpened sticks along the eight land miles between
the civilian area and the bombing range, in
order to stop protesters coming in from land.
(They had the ditches last year also, plus barbed
wire all around, yet brigades of volunteers for
peace still managed to get on the range and
interrupt bombing practice. It is, of course,
extremely dangerous).
Meanwhile, the Navy indicated that they are
moving the amphibious exercises that they used

to do on Vieques to Camp Lejeune due to cost and convenience
- once again confirming that Vieques long ago ceased being
indispensable to their training. Many military experts have confirmed that the "uniqueness" argument of the Navy is simply
untrue; they bomb Vieques because they can, and they don't
want to be seen to be chased out by the people!
Last April during the last bombings, half of the battle group
George Washington left Vieques in the middle of training to go
to Venezuela and provide support for the coup attempt. We can
suppose that the same may occur during September, especially
since the NY Times [recently] had an article about "preparing
the ground" for a new attempt.
People in Vieques and Puerto Rico have a mass event planned for
August 24, called "relay for peace." Dozens of brigades representing the people originally expropriated by the Navy in the 1940's,
youths and children, women's groups, teachers, and many others
will hike the 14 miles from the western end ofVieques to the gates
of the Navy base to reclaim the right to these lands, to the end of
the Navy's presence and demand a complete cleanup of the contamination caused by the military. Other brigades for peace have
been formed to enter the Navy's occupied lands to stop the
bombing, and the campaign to get Bush to issue an executive
order ending the U.S. military use of Vieques is stepping up.

HAVE YOU FILLED OUT THE LATINO STATUS SURVEY?
Contact us @uprs_30@hotmail.com or ext. 4583. *For NEID Students only!

3 cfaras de hwevos
1 faza de az·w car
1/ 4 cwcharadita de crirnor
Raffadwra de 1 firnon

lata fas daras hasta ~ue esfen liiit.n du ras ~ anada d azwcar poco a
f>OCO o Anada Jueso d crernor ~ fa raHadura de flrn6n o Moje una
+aliifa de pino, eofo~ue eneirna papd ~ rnoje +arnliiieno Eche d liia+ido
por cucharadaso Cuua en horno de eafor rnoduado (325 F') de 15
a 20 rninu+os o lJna o dos rnifades para forrnar un rnerensue o
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I TOUCH PEN TO P/'.l,PER LET Mt VOICE BE HU.RO
!N SEARCH OF THE TRUE WORO, OF GOO
GOT ME WONOER!N'
/'.I. BOUT THE S!TUJ'.I.T!ON
THAT WE !N
WHEN WILL !1 ALL ENO
THU TELL ME THE ENO !S NE AR
BUT WHJ'.1.1 !SIT THAT I SH OULO FU,R
A TU,R, !N THE LONEU NIGHT
Mt MINO TP.KES FLI GH T
!N SU, RCH FOR THE LIGHT
BUT I U.N'T LIE TO My SIGHT
Bf WH ATI SEE
THE TRUE RU.Lin
THROUGH THE FAC /'.l, OE OF A F/'.l,KE OEMOCRACy
MONETP.RY UNITS GOT tOUNG
L!V!N' OE AOBL/'.l,ST!N' WITH NO HOPE
B/'.l,B!ES BORN HOOKE □ ON OOPE
SHORTIES O'v!NG OVER THE S/'.l,LES OF COKE
UES ONU SEEN THROUGH THE GUN SMOKE
ANO YET I MUST MJ'.l,!NTJ'.l,!N
JUST A PAWN !N THIS WORLOU GAME
WHOSE TO BLAME
FROM THE EAS TTHEY U,ME
ANO THE SAVAGES !N THE N/'.l,ME OF GOO THU WANTEO TO TP.ME
ANO FOR SPJ'.l,!N
ANO ALL OF EUROPE OUR L/'.l, NO THU CLA!MEO
ANO BROUGHT TRIBES !N TR AI NS
TO WORK THE RUG GEO TERR /'.l, !N
SO I /'.l, MLEFT AM/'.l, NCOLONIZE □ WITH NO N/'.l,ME
SO I /'.l, MLEFT AMAN WITH NO NAME
BR /'.l, NOEO !N My BLOOO By SPJ\N!SH RULE
VERY APP ARENT Bf Mt WHITE SKIN
ANO THE GREEN UES I SEE THE WORLO THROUGH
THE TRUTH !S HARO TO SWALLOW
BUT HOW U,N rnu S~'J'.1,LLOW !F YOU CAN'T EVEN CHEW
BORN INTO CONFU SION WITHOUT /'.I, CLUE
OF WHAT TO 00
ONU SEEING THE WORLO !N BLUE
LEFT ~'!TH NO OPTIONS
WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

AMAN
WITH

NO NAME
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Reyes is N EIU student and Que 0ndee
Sola staff member. The above verse is an
excerpt from the poem "A Man With No
Name " from hi s debut album "My Voice
Transmitted" due out December 2002 .
For more information on Reyes contact
him at reyesmic@hotmail.com.

We, the first one's, didn't choose to come here in search of the
"American Dream".
We hadn't any choice but to follow the
White man and his false promises,
making us believe we would leave behind a life of poverty.
We, the first ones didn't choose to leave the "Patria " ,
but thinking we could provide for the familia,
left with hopes and dreams to a strange land,
with no culture, different customs and beliefs.
We, the first ones were ;liect to,
we, were Contract Workers, slaving day in and out.
Home became the empty,,Steel "Coldwalls of a train cart,
"Que nueva vida en ,. el v9gon de . un t(en."
,
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